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was also Burmese national sentiment, which had been the
foundation of the success of Minkyinyo and Tabinshwehti, and
to which Bayinnaung now turned in his extremity. With the
help of a Portuguese mercenary leader, Diogo Soarez de Mello,
he fell upon Toungoo, took it, and was crowned there as
Tabinshwehti's successor. From thence he carried out a light-
ning campaign, reducing central Burma, Prome and finally Pegu,
which he treated to a frightful punishment. With its capture the
Mon revolt collapsed. Before the end of 1551 his sway was
acknowledged throughout the length and breadth of Tabin-
shwehti's realm. Smim Htaw, the defender of Pegu, the
'Xemindo' of the fourth book of the great De Barros-Couto
history, which tells the story of these campaigns with much
picturesque detail, was hunted to his death in the hills around
Sittaung. He was the last of Wareru's line.
Bayinnaung's task was still only half completed. His life was
indeed, as Harvey puts it, "the greatest explosion of human
energy ever seen in Burma". Four years after the re-establish-
ment of his rule in Pegu he began to develop his great counter-
attack upon the Shan States, which had lasting effects upon his
country's history. It opened with the conquest of Ava in 1555,
followed immediately by the subjugation of the north as far as
Bangyi in Monyua district and Myedu in Shwebo district.
Succeeding years up to 1562 saw campaigns against Manipur
and the Shan states of Bhamo, Chiengmai and Linzin, and raids
up the Taping and Shweli rivers in the direction of Yunnan.
It was not all plain sailing: the tide of success ebbed and flowed.
There were chronic revolts necessitating further campaigns,
which ended in mass deportations and the exaction of heavy
tribute. In the end, however, most of the Shan states on the
fringe of Burma were forced to accept his suzerainty, and it is
from these campaigns that the Burmese overlordship of modern
times dates. The deportations brought crowds of skilled crafts-
men into Burma, and it is thought that the finer sort of Burmese
lacquerware, called yun, was introduced during this period by
deported artisans belonging to the Yun or Laos Shan tribes of
the Chiengmai region.
The reduction of the Shan states in the north-east naturally
led on to the resumption of the struggle with Siam. It began in

